
INSTITUTION ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW

RightsLink® Author 
OA Agreement Manager



STRUGGLING TO APPROVE AND TRACK FUNDING 
FOR APCs?
Uniquely positioned in the academic publishing ecosystem, CCC has listened 
to key stakeholders express challenges around managing and tracking the payment 
of APCs. Current methods used by publishers, funders, and institutions aren’t scalable 
or sustainable for the long-run. 

• Reliance on author knowledge of policies, licensing, and payment requirements 
introduces errors and creates a highly frustrating user experience 

• Working with different bespoke systems and processes across many publishers 
creates confusion and makes it challenging to support authors 

• One-off invoices involve high-touch manual processes 

• Insufficient metadata leads to poor reporting and a lack of transparency

How will you evolve your program to address these challenges? 

ABOUT OA AGREEMENT MANAGER
CCC has developed a data-driven, cross-publisher solution that solves these core challenges 
and ensures that APC funding mechanisms work to the benefit of your researchers. In 
tandem with the APC Manager of RightsLink® Author, the OA Agreement Manager leverages 
business rules to streamline and automate OA funding requests, enabling publishers, 
institutions, and funders to easily coordinate a first-rate author-centric experience.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS

1.  The publisher sets up a special 
billing profile reflecting the 
business rules of the OA 
agreement with the institution 
or funder.

2.  When an article is accepted by 
the publisher, the OA Agreement 
Manager notifies the author, and 
the institution or funder, and 
prompts the author to pay. 

3.  Within the RightsLink APC 
Manager workflow, the author 
requests funding approval from 
their institution or funder. 

4.  The institution or funder then 
approves or denies this request 
and any others from the central 
OA Agreement Manager 
dashboard, optimizing order 
processing across publishers.

5.  The author and publisher are 
instantly notified of the funding 
outcome, with the option to 
resubmit the order if it is denied.

6.  Once funding is approved, 
the institution or funder is 
invoiced in accordance with 
the billing profile.

 
7.  Payment, when received by CCC, 

is remitted to the publisher. 

8.  Detailed, exportable reports 
are available to all parties from 
a single, central source. 

HOW IT WORKS
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APPROVAL DASHBOARD 
for institutions to track OA agreements with all 
RightsLink Author publishers, as well as easily 
authorize authors’ funding requests or provide 
rationale and further instructions for those denied.

Increase transparency, 
reduce costs, and save 
staff time

AUTOMATED WORKFLOW 
that enables authors to seek approval in line with 
your institutional requirements

Delight authors with 
a quick and intuitive 
experience

AGGREGATED PAYMENT 
that honors special billing arrangements between 
publishers and institutions or funders

Minimize draw-down 
accounts, manual debiting, 
and one-off transactions

AUTO-NOTIFICATIONS 
of article acceptance and funding approval 
for all parties

Keep all stakeholders 
informed and aligned

DETAILED REPORTING 
for all parties from a single, central source

Increase visibility for 
all parties



Copyright Clearance Center 
(CCC) is a global leader in content 
management, licensing, discovery 
and delivery solutions. Through its 
relationships with those who use and 
create content, CCC drives market-
based solutions that fuel research, 
power publishing and respect 
copyright. With its subsidiaries 
RightsDirect and Ixxus, CCC provides 
solutions for millions of people from 
the world’s largest companies and 
academic institutions.
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INTERESTED IN 
PARTICIPATING IN THE 
ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM?               

Contact Jennifer Goodrich, 
Director of Product Management

  JGoodrich@copyright.com 

ABOUT THE ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM
We’re looking to work with institutions with robust Gold OA research output who are 
interested in providing feedback on the OA Agreement Manager.

Engagement Institutions will:
• Work with publishers and CCC to validate:

M   the wording for acceptance and denial of APC funding requests by authors based 
on their institutional funding policies surfaced in the transactional workflow

M   the review and approval process workflow used by institution administrators

M   data elements included on the aggregated invoices

M   reporting needs

• Closely engage with your partner publishers and funders so that all players are 
on-boarded, trained, and ready to begin working together

Stakeholder Activities 

PUBLISHERS: 

• Set up billing profiles through the RightsLink® Publisher Portal

• Notify institutions when the profiles are live; helps on-board institutions and funders

• Track activity through online reports in RightsLink® Publisher Portal or standard 
RightsLink® metadata API

• Provide continuous feedback to RightsLink® Product Team

AUTHORS:

• Initiate the payment process in RightsLink® upon receiving an active link via email 
or from a publisher’s author-facing dashboard

• Make product selections, request funding approval

• Receive email notification and on-screen updates of funding statuses

• Complete the transaction through the RightsLink® platform

INSTITUTIONS/FUNDERS:

M Confirm and add to special billing profiles in the RightsLink® Institutional Portal

M Receive email notifications of pending funding requests from RightsLink®

M  Log in regularly to the RightsLink® Institutional Portal to review and approve 
or deny funding requests

M Use the reporting tools to track APC transactions

M Pay invoices in a timely manner

M  Closely engage with your partner publishers and funders so that all players are 
on-boarded, trained, and ready to begin working together

http://www.copyright.com

